
The

Need

Secret sprawl is a challenge organizations large and small grapple with as their 

cloud-native stack expands.

The Solution
Entro puts an air tag on your secrets


From the moment a secret is created and until it’s deleted - we will find it, classify it and safeguard it.


Entro provides you with:

Armed with this insight, your security team has all it needs to prevent external and insider 

threats and protect your organization’s most valuable assets.

Secrets inventory: Know how many secrets you have and where they are.

Continuous monitoring of secrets activities for anomalous behaviors, control access, 

and prevention of sensitive information being leaked

Secrets classification and enrichment: Visualize your secrets usage, understand which application 

is using what secret  to access what cloud service and additional  vital secret information

What to 
Expect

Reclaim Control Over 
your secrets 
End to end protection for secrets and programmatic 
access to cloud services and data

Secrets protection designed for security teams 

Start now

R&D teams create and scatter secrets across vaults, code, collaboration 

solutions, and more without any oversight or control by security teams.

Vaults and Secrets Scanners don’t provide the much-needed context or 

protection over secrets.

Secret-based breaches are among the top three attack vectors and the 

most DESTRUCTIVE breach type to an organization.

Reduce secret risks, accelerate remediation and save 

the security and development teams time and money

Govern any secret from a single pane of glass - Proactively identify, 

priorotize, remediate and prevent risks compromising  your business.

Visualize and track the activity of all secrets. Comprehensive secret 

discovery across all organization’s solutions.

Understand risk and eliminate false positives - As secrets are used 

across the supply chain and in production, Entro monitors the usage 

of these secrets looking for any suspicious behavior.

Agentless and frictionless. R&D agnostic.

What are secrets?

Secrets are the programmatic access keys 
applications use to access cloud services such 

as databases, storage and more


https://entro.security/demo/

